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FCSR-12 is a fermentation controlled camera, for racks. This camera has the most innovative fea-
tures, becoming an indispensable element in any workshop of the sigle XXI.

Thermally shielded
The Chamber structure consists of high density injected 
polyurethane SANDWICH panels, with 70 mm on the si-
des and roof and 21 mm in soil.

Air distribution
The interior is designed to ensure the perfect distribution 
of cold, using the system that conduct air and moisture 
from botton to the top, obtaining a uniform fermentation.

Cooling unit
The heart of each FC comprises carefully selected com-
ponents from leading  suppliers, assembled and tested 
for 24 hours at our facilities by expert in refrigeration.

Easy assembly system
The INSTACLACK system is fast, clean and simple, pro-
viding a easy assembly.

Control panel
Is fitted with the FC TOUCH houses all of Salva´s expe-
rience in controlled fermentation.

Independent Isothermal steam generator
Has the capacity of filling the chamber with moisture in 
a few seconds.

CHARACTERISTICS
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GENERAL DIMENSIONS

FCK-12 DETAILS AND COMPOSITION

INSTALLATIONS IN DETAIL

Capacity
    - 2 raks type SR (maximum height 1800 mm).
    - Trays dimensions 80 x 60 cm.

R134 A fluid refrigerator.
Use of refrigerant which doesn’t damage the ozone layer.

Technical data FCSR-12

Cooling power / capacity: 3.184 kW

Single front door FC camera

Ramp
It facilitates truck access to the interior of the fermenter.

Water supply
Network with maximum pressure intake of 2 bar.
Necessary to place a manual step key of 1/2”.
End of the tube with 3/8” male connector.

Electric power supply
The electrical connection should be performed by autho-
rized professionals, following the rules in force in each 
country.

Drainage
The tube must be at least 35 mm inner diameter.

Facilities location (mm)

Drainage
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